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Pontoon Measurement Guide

Instructions:
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All measurements should be taken from the inside of the pontoon railings, EXCEPT for measurements “A” and “B”.  Measurements “A” 
and “B” are the overall width and length of your pontoon, and should be measured from the outer edges of the pontoon deck.

** Measure as accurately as possible.  We suggest erroring to a shorter measurement rather than a measurement that would be to long.

Measurement A    
(Measure the width of your pontoon by measuring the deck from outer edge to the opposite outer edge.)

Measurement B    
(Measure the length of your pontoon by measuring the deck from the outermost bow edge to the outermost stern edge.)

Measurement C    
(Measure the length of your bow-starboard seating area by measuring from the inner edge of the bow rail back to the closest edge of the gate gusset.  If 
your pontoon has a storage locker or other accessory between the seat area and the gate gusset, measure to the edge of that object.)

Measurement D    
(Measure the length of your bow-port seating area by measuring from the inner edge of the bow rail back to the closest edge of the gate gusset.  If your 
pontoon has a storage locker or other accessory between the seat area and the gate gusset, measure to the edge of that object.)

Measurement E    
(Measure the length of your stern-port seating area by measuring from the inner edge of the stern rail to the closest edge of the gate gusset.  If your 
pontoon has a storage locker or other accessory between the seat area and the gate gusset, measure to the edge of the object.)

Measurement F    
(Measure the length of your stern seating area by measuring from the inner edge of the port rail across to the inner edge of the starboard rail, or to the 
closest edge of the gate gusset if you have a rear gate.  If your pontoon has a storage locker or other accessory between the seat area and the gate gusset, 
measure to the edge of the object.)
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Please email or fax your completed measurement guide to us if you would like to use our free design 
service, or you can use the measurements to help pick your seating on our website.

Website: www.everythingpontoon.com
Email: info@everythingpontoon.com
Fax: 260-799-9959

If you have any questions, please call us at: 866-820-6142


